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ABSTRACT

Chi   the   basis   of p-A2 exchange degeneracy,   the

structure functions for virtual   Comp ton scattering

with  I=1 and C=f l i n the t-channel are assumed  pro-

portional to one another. The constant of propor-

tionality is determined by the threshold relation

of  Bloom and Gilman. The Adler  sum  rule  (I = 1,

C = -1)  is  found  to be consistent wit,i the observed

behavic,r   of the structure funct ion   (I = 1,   C =+  1)

in the scaling region.  A simple proportionality

relatic,n between v W  - Wr) and  v W,* - wr)  is\ ,-    4

obtained in the scaling limit.
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Some   time ago, Harari conj ectured   that,    in the Adler   sum  rule      for

2

charged photon scattering, there might be a term that depends on q  (nega-
0

tive square of the photon mass) in addition to the constant that arises

3
from the current algebra restriction  on the scattering amplitude.  It was             i

suggested  that  such a term could be identified with a possible fixed  J=1

pole in the single helicity-flip amplitude, besides the one in the double

helicity-flip amplitude whose residue has been identified with the current

4
algebra constant. The purpose of this work is to make an attempt at an

5
evaluation of the terms in question in the Bjorken scaling limit  by                  :

relating the appropriate structure function for the charged photon scatter-

ing to that for the neutral photon scattering on the basis of.theoretical             '

models.  For the latter, there exist extensive data from the MIT-SLAC
6

experiment on deep-inelastic electron-proton scattering.

As is well-known, the forward amplitude for the scattering of charged

photons off a sp ln-averaged proton, Ydz(q) + p(p) +Yd:(q)+P(p), is given in            :

terms of invariaits as follows:

ZE

<:" = i.idlx e-iqx<p (p)le(xo)[1:(x), 1 (0)]IP(P))

a 2 a   2=P P A (v,q)+(Pq +Pq)8(v,q )
B V 11 v  v 14

6 2 a          2

+    % q v    C     (v,q     )    +     6         D     (v, q ), (1)
BV

where v = -(pq)/4.  The conservation of the isovector current and the

3
current algebra  then give

2   2*   2        -1v>i A  (v,q  ) -q  B  (v,q  ) = a (2M)

a   22*2    i   2v>i B (v,q ) -q C  (v,q ) -D  (v,Cl )  =0. .
(2)

Writing
2 + 2 \       (-)              (-),   2             (3)Im A-(v,q )-A (v,q )j-Im A   (v,q2)=  W2  (v,q ),
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2
the Adler sum rule reads

00

2  dv W<-)(v,q2) = 1.                     (4)

0

Since A<- (v,q2) is an s-u crossing antisymmetric amplitude, the

t-channel    (I = 1,   C = -1) is prest,mably dominated   by the p-trajectory exchange.

With two units of helicity flip involved in the t-channel, the Regge asymptotic

behavior of A (v,q ) should be v ,  where  op Rs*.     Thus,   for a purely(-) 2 up-2

hadronic scattering W<- (v,q2) should satisfy a superconvergence relation.

The current algebra restriction, the unity on the right-hand side of (4),

has been reconci.led  with a fixed  J=1  pole  in  the · amplitude A (V,q ).
(-)    2  4

Should there be a fixed  J=1 pole also in BC-)(v,q2),  we can write  for the

asymptotic forms

A(-) (v,q2) = PA(q2,01 ) <i +  tan E-232 vcy)-2 + KA(q2) v-1,

BC-)(v.,&2)  = BB(q2,0tp) i +  tan I E vap-1+ KB(q2)M- 1,                (5)

where K (q2) and K (q2)M-1 are the residues of the fixed poles in AC-)(v,q2)

and B - (v,q2), respectively.  These residues are assumed to be real.

From (2) it thei i follows:   2   2   2   2M   K A(q    )   -  q   K B(q    )   =  1. (6)

Assuming unsubtracted dispersion relation for A (-) (v,q2), we then obtain

00

;!    d v  W( - ) (v,q2)  =  1+ q2KB (q2 ). (7)

0

This is the fona of the sum rule, modified in relation to (4), that was              ;

considered by Hirari.1,7

While ther,:   is   no a priori reason  why   th ere should   not  be the fixed
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pole in B - (v,q2), the resulting q2-dependent term on the right-hand side

8,9,10 .
of (7) has a serious consequence with regard to the parton model, ln

which high-energy photon-hadron scattering is viewed as arising from the               :

interaction of the virtual photon with point-like constituents of the hadron.

2
Indeed, the independence of the right-hand side of (4) upon q  is strongly

11
suggestive of such a model.

Since the neutral photon does not enter into (4) and (7), only the

forthcoming neutrino reactions can test these sum rules in a model-

12
independent way. One way of testing these sum rules is to relate the

structure functions WC- (v,q2)  to the corresponding structure function

WYP(v,q2) -W 11(v,(12) for the proton-neutron difference in the Compton

scattering of the virtual photon.

For large v, WC-)(v,q2)and W (v,(12).-W (v,q2) are presumably dom-

inated by p and A  exchanges in the t-channel, respectively.  It is then

natural to assume that, under the p-A  exchange degeneracy, they are
2

related to one another by a factor which deper.ds only on q . This point

can be illustrated by the following model:

tet us assume SU(3) symmetry fot the ppp and KK p couplings (F-type)

and U(3) symmetry for the pu)8A.2'  P0].A2' and K*KA2 couplings (D-type),,

with the ideal mixing between the eighth comp(,nent  w8   of   the   SU (3) octet

13
and SU(3) singlet

01.
Then, the assumption of p-A  exchange degeneracy

that follows from the absence of exotic stater in the K *.p channel leads

to the ratio given  in  Fig.1   for the absorptive parts  of the vector-meson

nucleon scattering amplitudes.                                                         1

Fig.1
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The absorptive part of the forward Compton amplitude reads

Wtly=*.1.dt,x e-iqx<p (p)'br(x),jimCO)]lp(p)>.             (8)

Introducing the electromagnetic current in the vector-dominance model (VDM)

2            2          m m m

12(x) =-f2  PI(x) +  f" wl' (x)  +  fi *B (x),                                          (9)
P             W

and the ratio given in Fig.1, it can then be shown that

2 2 o

WY'- WY" - -ug'-(-2 +,4)(,2 +,·2)]-'.id'x e-"x  <'(') 1[j   (x)'lw(0)]Ip(,))
B v         B v   -ff    L\'ptl)

0
+ (pcp, I[jW(=).jp co,lip cp,> (1())

V    _1
-

0

where j   and j  are the source currdnts of the p' and w fields, respectively.

For the charged photon scattering with the proton   as the target,   we   have
2                             -

.m .2. 2e
WI  ) =91(.FE) (q2+Ji)- .1 d4, e-iqx (p(p) 1[lip+Cx),1'-Co)llp(p))V           -1                                                 -

P                                 -

+
-<pcp, IDa-(*),je   (0,]Ip(p)> , (11)

-

a

where   j      are the source currents   of  the   p   fields.      From the ratio given   in

Fig. 1, we then get

m 2 f '2 + < Fwy' - W=l
. (12)WC-)- i,(Ee)   P    2      2

il
V L  11 \, AvJ

w    pqtmp

(-)      YP
The same relation ,nust hold between W2     and W2   - W n. Unfortunately,  VDM is

26
known to fail for ;large q . Thus, this relaticn gives only an illustrative
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example in support of our assumption.

YP, 2
The q2-dependent proportionality between W<- (v,q2)  and W2  (v,q  ) - W  (v,q2)

assumed on the basis of the p-A  exchange degeneracy lies within. the domain

14
of the Regge theory.  By virtue of the duality hypothesis, these amplitudes

*
must be made up of N  resonances in the direct channel.  While resonance

phenomena are coherent properties of the nucleon, in the parton model it is

the incoherent scattering by point-like constituents of the hadrons that

receives the special emphasis.  Nonetheless, it has been shown by Bloom and

15                                                                5
Gilman that there exists a remarkable consistency between the scaling  for

which the parton model provides a possible mechanism   and the resonance phenomela,

both observed in the deep-inelastic electron scat.tering. Although there exists

15.16
at  present no theoretical explanation  of this consistency,      ' it.does sugges t

2
strongly that the aforementioned q -dependent proportionality between

2
4-) (v, q2)   and  WYP(v,q2) -Wr(v,q ) transcends beyond the Regge regime and

17      2
remains valid in the region where scaling sets in. The q -dependent pro- .

portionality factor is expected to become a constant in the scaling limit

2                                                                                          2
(q +co), as is seen in (12). Assuming this to be the case, in the limit q +00,

..YP                                                                  -)the assumption predicts  that the structure functions  v(w2   - W n)  and  the  vW 

should scale with the same functional dependence on the scale variable.

The proportionality constant can be compute(1 in the scaling limit in the

vicinity of the elastic threshold using the relation obtained by Bloom and

15
Gilman from their finite-energy sum rule:

lim     'W,(w')   -  lim    wi-1  (-,2  -32   [e (,2)f)   ,                                       (13)
2             2             dq

q +0: q +00

wi +1 wi +1

where
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W'   =   (2My + 142)/q2,

G (q2      =   [Fl (q2 )f + q2 [F2(q2 )/2M 2

[GE (,2 ) f + «2 [GL(,2 ) /,M]  . (14)

1 + q.  /42 M2

18
Following their steps, it can easily be shown that

2

vw - (w')                           dq                                                 (15)
-1 K(,2,1

lim = lim ·
/ YP Yn „ )

2   -3!T   [GS(,2) G:('12) -]42 *   v<W2   (w ' )  -  W2   (W  ) / q4 + 00
1. dq

w'+1

where G (q2) and G (q2) are the isoscalar and isovector elastic magnetic form

factors of the nucleon, respectively. Introducing the relations

G  Cq2 )         *[G      (q2)  + GMn (q2)]   ,
L Mp

 (92)    EGM,('12) - GM"(92)] ,                                         (1(9)

and the "scaling" of the elastic form factors                                       

G  (q2)/Bp = GMn(q2)/Rn ' (17)
MP

19
we obtain

vw;-)  (W' ) 1   P- Bn  - 5.35
(18)lim

2-     C Y P    .    yn (w')  =2 Ap + Agn -   2   .                                         1
q +00 v (W2     (01 '  )   -W2

w'+1

As was stated earlier, according to our assumption, the structure functions

(-)      / YP
. 20

VW2      and  v<W2   - i In) should scale  with  the same functional dependence  on  W' .

Thus, the above retio evaluated in the limit of the elastic threshold (w' + 1)

is expected to hold for all values of W'.  Changing the variable w' of (14) to.
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2MV  5
the Bjorken scale variable w= -2,  the sum rule (7) becomes

q

B'  -B"     [   dw   v    (W P  -  W n)   -    1   +    [q' K»(, )10 (19)

 p +11n  1   W                                                                    2q +00

6
The value for the integral has been determined from the experimental data,

assuming that the scaling persists for all values of w above the experimentally

21
observed region· and adopting the Regge asymptotic behavior   for the scaling:

C,

i   ·dw  ,(*7 - Wr) =  0.19 E O.08. (20)

1

From (19), we then get

lin     q25 (q2)   =   0.02 *0.43.                                                             (21)

q +CO

We thus find that, within the scheme based on the assumption of propor-

tionality between the structure functions with  I=1  and  C= *1   in the t-channel,

and the Bloom-Gilman duality in the scaling region, the Adler sum rule (4) for

the  C = -1 structure function is consistent with the experimentally observed

behavior of the  C =+  1 structure function in the· scal ing region within the experi-

mental error. The absence  of  the  fixed-J=1  pole  in the amplitude  B<-   is

consistent with the parton model  for the scaling of the C = -1 structure function.

The assumption evidently can be extended to the case where both vector and

axial vector currents are present. There is no vector-axial vector interference

term in the spin-avaraged forward amplitude.  Thus, the structure function  for

vp vp (-)the neutrino reactions W2    - W2     is a linear suni of W2 for charged photons

and the corresponding  one for "axial-vector charged photons. " In analogy  to

the former, the latter is again assumed to be proportional to WIP - w .  We

then expect that there exists a constant proportionality between  \1 81  - W P 
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(-)
and vW2   in the scaling region. The constant of proportionality can be

determined this time by referring to the Adler sum rules in the scaling limit

00

2.1. .9 'W;-) - Il.,                             (22)
1

and CO

r dw v/Wvp-Wvp)=2.                          (23)2j  ./  (2·2
1

We then expect that the relation

,(W   - W29)  =.2   vW;'
  (24)

../-/

should hold in the scaling region.  From (18) and (24), it is then predicted:

v(w-9. wz) = "p - 'In "(WYP- Wyn).                            (25)\2
BP+Rn -\ 2    2/

The validity of the scheme presented in this work depends crucially on experi-

mental verificati ,n of this relation.

With regard t.0 the residue K)(q2) of the fixed pole in B -  amplitude,- it

has   previously been shown  that  K8(0)  -0  by  saturation  of the Cabibbo-Radicati

7sum rule.    We hai-e obtained the result K8(q2 -4,0) .0 in our scheme. The value

for K  (,12) in the nonscaling region remains yet unknown.
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Fig.1

The relative magnitudes of the absorptive parts of the

vector meson-nucleon scattering amplitudes in pole

approximation.
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